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Abstract—Task partition is a NP-Hard problem on 
multi-core processor. To achieve a good MCT (maximum 
completion time) goal, this paper presents a novel task 
partitioning method for multi-core processor based on the 
cohesion and coupling properties of tasks. First, the 
relations between the cohesion and coupling are analyzed 
and the computation method of coupling cost based on 
cohesion is designed with the task scheduling requirements 
considered. Then, aiming to the problem that the MCT 
(maximum completion time) is different when the tasks’ 
coupling is changed and the tasks are rescheduled during 
the task partitioning process, an evaluating method of MCT 
with the considering of task scheduling requirements is 
designed. Last, this paper compartmentalizes tasks based on 
the MCT to make it minimum. This method reduces the 
processing of the combinatorial optimization problem in 
task partitioning process, and builds the relation between 
task partition and task scheduling. The experimental results 
testify this method available. 
 
Index Terms—multi-core processor, Task Partition, 
Cohesion, Coupling 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The aim of task partitioning is to obtain a task set, 
which can be scheduled on the most suitable core, to 
make system achieve the lowest power consumption, 
balancing load, the minimum MCT, the highest executing 
efficiency and the efficient usage of resources. Task 
partitioning is the precondition of task scheduling. But in 
the most documents about task scheduling researches of 
multi-core system or distributed system, such as Ref. [1] 
and Ref. [2], which mainly stressed how to schedule task 
and neglected the effect of task partitioning, and the 
scheduling results are not optimal. The research about 
task partitioning is necessary, especially in multi-core 
processor system. 

The task partitioning on multi-core processor is either 
related to task function, the feature of processor and 
resources, or related to the task scheduling. So how to 
partition tasks effectively is a combinatorial optimization 
problem, which is also proved a NP-Hard [3] problem. 
After analyzing the feature of heterogeneous multi-core 
processor, the main problems of task scheduling are 

studied firstly, and then the current existent solving 
methods, afterward a cohesion and coupling based task 
scheduling way to meet the minimum MCT requirement 
of system is presented. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: 
section 2 states the current main research work. In the 
section 3, the relations of cohesion and coupling are 
analyzed, and the computing way of the coupling based 
on cohesion is designed. Authors discuss and design the 
task partitioning method in section 4. The method 
feasibility and validity are tested in section 5. Last, 
authors conclude the task partitioning method and 
propose the next work. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Sathish Gopalakrishnan and Marco Caccamo[3] 
proposed a Fully Polynomial-Time Approximation 
Scheme (FPTAS) to solve replication problem for the 
heterogeneous multiprocessor task partitioning, namely 
how to determine a mapping of recurring tasks upon a set 
consisting of different processing units, in which all tasks 
meet their timing constraints and no two replicas of the 
same task are assigned to the same processing unit. 
Nathan Fisher，James H. Anderson and Sanjoy Baruah[2] 
presented an efficient algorithm for solving the memory 
constrained of the multiprocessor partitioning, in which 
the problem of task partitioning was formalized in a 
manner that was cognizant of both memory and 
processing capacity constraints. Aiming to solve task 
partitioning problem upon preemptive heterogeneous 
multiprocessor platforms, Sanjoy K. Baruah[5] designed a 
polynomial-time approximation algorithm, which is a 
near-optimal solution for the integer linear programming 
problem to minimize the schedule makespan and meet 
the deadline goal of the schedule. Reference [6] proposed 
a clustering framework, along with a flexible 
multi-purpose clustering algorithm that initiated task 
clustering at the functional level based on dynamic 
profiling information, to take full advantage of the 
multi-core processor efficiency. Zheng Kai[7] compared 
the performance between the functional partitioning and 
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the partitioning by data for multimedia streaming 
application, and presents the solution how to achieve the 
lower power consumption and the better performance. 

Ming Wu and Xian-He Sun[8] investigated three 
partition policies to obtain the better performance in 
non-dedicated grid computing environment with resource 
sharing, and analyzed the partitioning methods based on 
memory-only, CPU-memory and Shared resources. 
Reference [9] presented an optimization performance 
model for the distribution of computations over 
heterogeneous computers, in which the processor 
heterogeneity, the heterogeneity of memory structure, 
and the memory limitations were all considered, and 
designed the efficient formulated method for the model. 
Reference [10] proposed a novel task partitioning 
algorithm for intra-task DVS which partitions a given 
task so that the DVS can be applied more effectively with 
the minimum number of voltage switching. Fang-Wu 
Yao and Zhao-Cai Lu[11]  proposed an immune task 
partitioning algorithm of alterable coefficient of 
parameters driven hardware-software partitioning 
methods based on the consideration of the characteristics 
of dynamically reconfiguration. Ants algorithm, Heuristic 
Search Methods, Tabu Search algorithm were used to 
solve the task partitioning problem in software and 
hardware co-design system in articles [12-14]. 

All these research mainly analyzed the relation 
between partition and system constraint, such as power 
consumption, efficiency, the minimum makespan, 
memory space, processor feature, and so on, and 
designed the partitioning approaches without adequately 
considering the self-task characters and the scheduling 
requirements. In the multi-core processor, task complete 
time is one of the most important targets, and it relates 
with the task scheduling requirement besides the 
inter-task coupling attribute. So studying the partitioning 
method based on task attribute is very significant. 

III. THE COHESION AND COUPLING OF TASKS 

A. The Relation between Cohesion and Coupling 
There are a lot of complex interdependences among 

different modules, such as sharing devices and program 
modules, the different sequence requirements, data 
communication. In general, it is expressed in the forms 
of communication, mutex, synchronization, and used to 
be measured by the degree of coupling, which is used to 
describe the strength of relationship between two 
modules. The coupling can be categorized into Data 
Coupling, Stamp Coupling, Control Coupling, External 
Coupling, Common Coupling and Content Coupling 
according to the coupling degree [15]. Meanwhile, the 
different modules possess different inherent feature, 
which can be expressed by the cohesion. The cohesion 
can also be measured off using Functional Cohesion, 
Sequential Cohesion, Communicational Cohesion, 
Temporal Cohesion, Logical Cohesion and Coincidental 
Cohesion. The software modules must be designed with 
high cohesion and low coupling. 

In the task partitioning process, the cohesion and 
coupling are the two major measurable indices. The 
cohesion is used as the clustering condition, and the 
coupling is used to measure performance of the 
partitioning results in every stage. As results from 
analyzing, the different module with obvious cohesion is 
corresponded with the one main different coupling. For 
example, the coupling between Functional Cohesion 
modules mainly behaves as Data Coupling, and between 
the different Sequential Cohesion modules with the same 
functional cohesion, the coupling is mainly Stamp 
Coupling. On the other hand, the same preceding 
cohesion modules with different succeeding cohesion 
should be measured with the nearest same preceding 
coupling. For instance, the same Sequential Cohesion 
modules with different Communicational Cohesion 
should be evaluated with the Control Coupling 
corresponding to Sequential Cohesion. The others like 
the same way. The Fig.1 shows the coupling between 
different cohesion modules.

 

 
Figure1. The relations among different cohesion tasks 
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coupling and high cohesion, and be partitioned according 
to Functional Cohesion, Sequential Cohesion, 
Communicational Cohesion, Temporal Cohesion, and 
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Coincidental Cohesion. 
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B. Cohesion-based Coupling Computing Method 
The previous analyzing results show there are different 

couplings between the different cohesion modules. 
Therefore, while the modules are running, the system will 
spend more time, named coupling cost, to deal with such 
as communication, synchronization, mutex, which are 
brought owing to the coupling between them. The 
coupling cost not only is related to partitioning, but also 
is one of the references of task scheduling and dispatch. 
Therefore, how to compute coupling is very significant. 
This section proposes a coupling computing method 
based on cohesion weight. 
1) Task cohesion coding 

According to above results, there are different 
coupling between different cohesion modules. In order to 
partition tasks, the task module can be described with 
different cohesion code. The formula (1) shows the basic 
format of the code. 

 
),,,,( iiiiiii coi,logtemcomseqfunCohesion    (1) 

ifun , iseq , icom , iemt , ilog and icoi  are in turn the 

functional, sequential, communicational, temporal, logical 
and coincidental cohesion. ],1[ 1kfuni ∈ , 

],0[ 2kseqi ∈ , ],0[ 3kcomi ∈ , ],0[ 4kemt i ∈ , ],0[ 5klogi ∈ , 
],0[ 6kcoii ∈ , and 61 k-k express the sorts of each 

cohesion. 
2) The coupling computing method based on cohesion  

With the difference of the coupling nature, the coupling 
cost generated during scheduling is different, and the total 
complete time is also different. So it is indispensable to 
design a method to calculate the coupling cost. From 
small to large, the weight parameters are ,contentw  

datastampcontrolexternalcommon wwwww ,,,, . The weight can be 
set in proportion with the analyzed results from Ref. [15], 
and the base contentw  is equal 1. Because the coupling is 
related closely to the cohesion, supposed that the numbers 
of the coupling times for different coupling nature 
inter-task are [ 1n , 2n , 3n , 4n , 5n , 6n ], the coupling value 
can be calculated as formula (2) according to cohesion 
code of task.  

)))))()()(()(
)(()()(()(

)(()()(

,6,5

,4,3

,21

atadj,ijijistampj,ijiji

ontrolcj,ijijiexternalj,ijiji

commonj,ijijicontentjiji,

wncoicoiloglogwnloglogtemtem
wntemtemcomcomwncomcomseqseq

wnseqseqfunfunwnfunfuncoup

⋅⋅⊕⋅⊕+⋅⋅⊕⋅⊕+
⋅⋅⊕⋅⊕+⋅⋅⊕⋅⊕+

⋅⋅⊕⋅⊕+⋅⋅⊕=
 (2) 

In formula(2), the cohesion codes in the corresponding 
position XOR each other. Firstly, the functional cohesion 
code XOR, if the codes are same, the coupling is decided 
by the result of the next position cohesion code XOR. 
Otherwise, the coupling value is decided by the coupling 
corresponding to the cohesion and the coupling times 
regardless of the next XOR results. The others are 
similar. For example, there are two tasks, Task1[1,0, 
0,1,2] and Task2[1,2,5,4,6], whose coupling is decided 
by sequential cohesion; but for Task3[2,3,2,4,6] and 
Task4[2,3,2,5,3], whose coupling is decided by 
Temporal Cohesion.  

One task may couple with multiple tasks, and there 
may be multiple couple between two tasks. The coupling 
strength is decided by the coupling nature and the times 
of coupling. The vector ,,,( 2,1, Liii oupcoupccoup =  

),, ,, niji oupcoupc L  is used to express the coupling of 
one task with others, and the self-coupling 1=ii,coup . In 
partitioning process, the threshold value 1≤μ  is used 
as a coupling boundary value whether task is divided. If 
coupling is larger than μ , the coupling of the task with 
other task is too strong, the task need to combine with 
the other task. 

IV. THE PARTITIONING METHOD BASED ON COHESION 
AND COUPLING 

A. The Target Function of Task Partitioning 
The main partitioning targets are the highest efficiency, 

the minimum complete time, the lowest power 
consumption, and so on. This article main solve the 
minimum MCT problem in multi-core processor system. 
A set of modules (namely a large task) can be divided 

into ik  subtask, and then the total complete time of the 
tasks is depended the executing time (ET), scheduling 
cost and task coupling cost while cores are certain. The 
complete time is showed in formula (3). 

 
）schucoupuuhumaxi, TTTmaxT

i
,,1

( ++=
≤≤

    (3) 

uT  is the ET of all task dispatched on core u, coupuT , is 
the coupling cost on it, and schuT ,  is the scheduling cost, 

ih  is the number of cores that can run task i . 

B. The Partitioning Method Design based on Cohesion 
and Coupling 

In this paper, the partitioning method is designed to 
reduce the complete time of system which is related 
directly to the ET, scheduling cost and the coupling cost. 
So the computing approach of complete time will be 
analyzed and designed in this section. 
1) Coupling cost 

Based on the formula (2), coupt  is used to express the 
basic coupling cost, and the inter-task coupling cost can 
use formula (4) to calculate. 

coupjicoupjicoupj,,i tcoupct ××= ,,,    (4) 

In formula (4), coupjic ,, is core’s effect parameter. If the 
two coupling tasks are all dispatched on the same core, 

1,, =coupjic . Otherwise, 1,, >coupjic . No considering the 
difference of cores which coupling task running on, 

coupi,,jcoupj,,i tt = . 
2) Scheduling cost 
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Besides related to the number of tasks, scheduling cost 
is also connected with the position of scheduling. schjc ,  
is the difference parameter between inter-cores and 
intra-cores. When a task is scheduled in the same core, 

1, =schjc . Otherwise, 1, >schjc . Considering the basic 

scheduling cost is scht , the task scheduling cost is 
showed as formula (5). 

  schschjschj tct ,, =            (5) 
3) Task parallelizing parameter 

In multi-core processor, the complete time of tasks is 
also related to the degree of tasks parallelization. The 
parallelization means that multiple tasks can be executed 
parallel after partitioned. If tasks are coarse granularity, 
the higher parallel degree can not be obtained. some 
tasks can be only executed orderly, and the efficiency 
reduces. So the parallelization should be considered in 
partitioning process. 

The whole parallelization is related with the cores 
running them. Generally, the degree of parallelization 
increases with the number of cores. Supposed task i  
could be divided into ik   subtasks, and there are ih  
cores can run them. The parallel parameter can be 
calculated as formula (6). 

 

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

<

≥
=

ii
i

i

ii

i kh
k
h

kh
p

1
         (6) 

When ii kh ≥ , all subtasks can be executed 
simultaneously in theory. So 1=ip . But when ii kh < , 
the ik  subtasks are dispatched on the ih  cores. Some 
tasks are leaved for no sufficient cores. The average 
value of parallelization is proposed. 
4) The estimate of task complete time 

Despite the effecting parameters of the task complete 
time have been analyzed previously in the partitioning 
stage, it is unknown which cores the task will be 
dispatched onto in scheduling stage. So the executing 
time, the scheduling cost and the coupling cost that 
happened in scheduling stage must be evaluated.  

Suppose it  is the ET of task i , if task i  is 
partitioned into ik  subtasks whose ET are 

ikiii ttt ,2,1, ......、、、 . In the light of the LETFS (Longest 
Executing Task First Scheduling) rule, the max ET of all 
subtasks can be computed as formula (7).  
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In formula (7), ∑
=

=
ik

j
ji

i
ji t

k
t

1
,,

1  is the average ET of all 

subtasks. In term of the requirement of load balance, the 
max ET is limited not over 2 times of average ET, 
namely jiji ttmax ,, 2)( ≤ . 

The feasibility of formula (7) is proofed as follows. 

Proof:  
a) if ii kh ≥ , 1=ip , which means tasks can be 

executed simultaneously, so formula is available. 
b) when ii kh < , all the subtasks of task i  are 

impossible to be executed simultaneously. But the 
formula should accurately calculate the max complete 
time, and make the max complete time accord with the 
limitation of executing time. The evaluated complete time 
should not exceed the max consecutive processing time of 
the task i  alone.  

Learning from the formula (6), 1<ip . So with ih  
becoming smaller, ip  becomes smaller and the degree 
of parallelization will be also declined. When iji pt /,  
become bigger, the uT ′  will become bigger if 

jiji
kj

ttmax
i

,,
],1[

)( −
∈

 no change. In other words, the max 

executing time is increasing, and it matches with the 
change trend of parallelization. When task i  is divided 
into ik  subtasks which are allocated on ih  cores to run, 

uT ′  should satisfies the following condition. 
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The previous proofs have proved the ET of subtasks 

after parallelized would exceed the consecutive 
processing time.  

On the other hand, the complete time after parallelized 
should be larger than the average time of all subtasks 
about the executing cores. Proofs are follows.  
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So the formula (7) is valid. 
At the same time, the scheduling cost is related to the 

number of tasks, so the total scheduling cost of all 
subtasks is schi tk , and the average cost on each core is 

ischischischu, pthtkT ==′ . And the coupling cost of all 

tasks in one core can be expressed by ∑
=

ik

kj
coupkjt

1,
,, , and 

kj ≠ . If the coupling differences between inter-core 
and intra-core are ignored, the average coupling cost on 

every core is ∑
=

=′
ik

kj
coupkj

i
coupu, t

h
T

1,
,,

1 . 

When ik  subtasks of the task i  are dispatched on 

ih  cores, considering load balance, the differences of 
the inter-core scheduling and coupling cost are not very 
obviously. The scheduling cost and the coupling cost can 
be substituted by average values above proposed. So the 
max complete time after each partitioning stage can be 
computed as formula (8). 
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From the formula we can conclude that the complete 

time is related nearly to the degree of parallelization. 
When the number of subtasks of the task i , uT ′ ↓, 

schu,T ′ ↑, coupu,T ′ ↑; and when ip ↑, )( , jitmax ↓, but the 
scheduling cost and the coupling cost will be increased. 
So it is necessary to weigh the degree of parallelization 
and make maxiT ,  minimum in partitioning process. 
5) The partitioning steps design 

From the above descriptions, the complete time maxiT ,  
is determined by the degree of parallelization, the number 
of tasks and cores. This paper is aim to solve the 
minimum MCT problem of the system, and the partition 
steps are described as follows: 
Step1: Code the module in the form of formula (1), initial parameters, 

such as coupling weight cw , basic scheduling scht , basic 

coupling cost coupt , the limited max ET maxt . 

step2: for i =1 to 1k   
 
Search the functional cohesion ifun modules to cluster, and 

obtain the different functional itask ; 

Compute the ET it  of the itask  

if it < maxt //If the ET it is larger the limitation of ET, the 
task should be partitioned in the next step .  

goto step 2;  
step3: for j =1 to 2k   

Divide itask  into subtasks ji,task  according to sequential 

cohesion ji,seq ; 

Compute the ET ji,t  of the ji,task  

if ji,t < maxt  

goto step 3;  
 

step4: for k =1 to 3k     

Divide ji,task  into subtasks kj,i,task  according to 

sequential cohesion kj,i,com ; 

Compute the ET kj,i,t  of the kj,i,task  

if kj,i,t < maxt  

goto step 4;  
 

step5: for l  =1 to 4k    

Divide kj,i,task  into subtasks lk,j,i,task  according 

to sequential cohesion lk,j,i,emt ; 

Compute the ET lk,j,i,t  of the lk,j,i,task  

if lk,j,i,t < maxt  

goto step 5;  
step6: for m =1 to 5k     

Divide lk,j,i,task  into subtasks ml,k,j,i,task  

according to sequential cohesion
ml,k,j,i,ogl ; 

Compute the ET ml,k,j,i,t  of the ml,k,j,i,task  

if ml,k,j,i,t < maxt  

goto step 6;  
 

step7: for n =1 to 6k  

Divide ml,k,j,i,task  into subtasks
nm,l,k,j,i,task  

according to sequential cohesion nm,l,k,j,i,coi ; 

Compute the ET 
nm,l,k,j,i,t  of the 

nm,l,k,j,i,task ; 

endfor 
                 endfor 
              endfor 

endfor 
        endfor 

end for 
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Step8: Set the number of cores according to the requirements of the 
max ECT and the cohesion; 

Step9: Calculate the parallelization parameter ip , and schedule the 
subtasks on the cores in the optimal scheduling rule, and 
compute the complete time of the subtasks on each core in term 
of formula (8); 

Step10: Search the task of min executing time and the near cohesion 
task with it, and then execute as following steps: 
First, if ii kh >   

If there are the coarse granularity tasks, the tasks are divided 
into the smaller subtasks. 

Second, 
ii kh ≤  

If there are the fine granularity tasks, the tasks are united 
into the larger tasks.  

Third, reschedule the subtasks on the cores in the optimal 
scheduling rule; 

At last, compute the complete time of all the subtasks on each 
core in term of formula (8) 

Step11: Redo step 10 until obtaining the min ECT. 
From above steps, the partitioning method is divided 

into two stages: One is to partition tasks according to 
cohesion and coupling, and modules can be dispatched as 
different cohesion tasks to meet the maximum executing 
time limitation. Another is to partition or combine the 
subtasks to satisfy the minimum MCT requirement of 
system.  
6) The partitioning method analyze 

In this approach, tasks can be partitioned to meet the 
requirement of the maximum complete time. At step 2, 
the max executing times of the fine granularity task 
partition process is not more than unfmax nmaxN （= . 

）occlogtimfinord nnnnn ⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅ . And at the step 11, the 
algorithm can split or unite the tail tasks, the repeating 
times do not exceed maxN  which determined by the 
max complete time. So the total executing times of the 
algorithm is less than max2N , and the NP-Hard problem 
is transferred to limited times calculation.  

V. THE EXPERIMENTS OF TASK PARTITIONING METHOD 

Based on the above analysis, these modules were 
encoded according to their different cohesion properties, 
and the ET of these modules is generated randomly. Then 
different cohesion tasks were obtained in different 
cohesion stage. Next, we analyze the procedure of the 
task division based on cohesion and coupling, the ET of 
tasks, load balance through a series of experiments. 

To facilitate the analysis, we assume that basic 
scheduling time 1=scht ，the basic cost of the cohesion 
is 5.0=coupt ， contentw 、 commonw 、 externalw 、 controlw 、

stampw 、 dataw separately equals to 1、1.2、1.4、1.6、
1.8、2.0，and the number of the coupling times between 
different cohesion tasks is 1. Considering the 
requirements for the system efficiency, load balancing 
and schedule flexibility, the executing time should be less 
than 24 times of the schedule time and more than 8 times 
of the schedule time. The conditions for generating task 
code separately are: the function cohesion is random 
number from 1 to 4, other cohesion is random number 
from 1 to 4, the executing time that each module in the 
same core is assumed as random data between 2 and 10. 
The module attribute codes and executing time are shown 
in TABLE I. The cohesion codes in TABLE I represent 
the possible classification of the cohesion in according 
with the equation (1), the [1,5,3,1,6] in m1 row separately 
represents m1 belongs to the functional cohesion 1, the 
sequential cohesion 5, the communicational cohesion 3, 
the temporal cohesion 3 or the logical cohesion 6. 

The follows will analyze the change of the coupling 
cost, task executing time and the scheduling cost in 
different partitioning stages based on the data in TABLE 
I. 

 
TABLE I. 

THE COHESION CODE AND THE ET OF TEST MODULES 

No Cohesion code ET No Cohesion code ET No Cohesion code ET 
m1 1 5 3 3 1 6 6 m21 2 0 4 2 5 2 5 m41 3 3 4 0 6 6 3 
m2 2 3 6 2 6 5 4 m22 4 2 1 0 1 3 10 m42 1 6 5 1 4 0 4 
m3 4 4 1 2 1 6 7 m23 4 3 4 5 5 6 2 m43 4 4 1 0 0 6 7 
m4 2 5 6 5 3 0 2 m24 2 3 3 6 4 1 6 m44 2 2 1 3 0 0 6 
m5 2 0 5 5 2 5 7 m25 2 3 3 2 1 6 4 m45 1 3 4 0 0 3 2 
m6 3 6 3 6 4 6 8 m26 4 4 3 1 4 4 9 m46 3 4 5 3 1 1 2 
m7 1 6 4 3 6 1 10 m27 3 0 6 6 4 6 5 m47 2 1 6 0 3 5 4 
m8 4 4 6 0 5 0 8 m28 2 6 2 0 4 3 8 m48 4 5 3 5 3 1 5 
m9 2 1 4 4 4 5 8 m29 2 5 2 6 1 6 2 m49 1 6 6 2 4 6 6 
m10 4 6 1 5 0 5 5 m30 4 5 2 4 4 2 5 m50 3 4 3 5 4 0  10 
m11 3 3 2 6 0 4 7 m31 3 5 2 5 1 3 6 m51 1 0 5 0 3 3 7 
m12 1 5 1 1 0 5 9 m32 2 4 2 1 3 1 5 m52 2 5 5 4 0 6 4 
m13 4 2 3 4 2 4 4 m33 3 1 2 3 4 3 7 m53 3 4 1 6 1 6 6 
m14 3 6 2 3 5 6 2 m34 2 1 3 0 4 2 7 m54 1 4 2 2 2 2 7 
m15 4 0 3 6 6 1 7 m35 3 4 5 5 4 4 3 m55 4 0 3 6 1 3 3 
m16 1 3 4 4 0 2 8 m36 1 3 2 3 6 4 10 m56 2 2 5 0 5 3 9 
m17 3 2 0 1 5 1 9 m37 3 0 0 2 0 6 8 m57 3 2 3 0 2 1 10 
m18 2 6 2 3 4 0 6 m38 2 0 3 2 2 1 9 m58 4 1 3 1 4 0 7 
m19 2 2 4 1 3 0 5 m39 4 1 3 6 5 0 9 m59 2 5 3 6 6 3 2 
m20 1 4 1 6 1 5 6 m40 4 2 0 2 2 3 8 m60 1 5 0 0 3 5 9 

 
In term of the present partitioning algorithm, the task 

modules all satisfy the requirement of the minimum 
MCT, after the functional, sequential, communicational 
cohesion clustering, there are some fine granularity tasks, 

which executing efficiency is lowered by the scheduling 
cost and the coupling cost. So it is necessary to combine 
those into some new larger tasks to reduce the scheduling 
and coupling cost. 
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During the partitioning process of the four stages, the 
changes of the executing time of tasks are showed in 
Fig.2. In the division stages, with the increasing of the 
tasks’ number, the max executing time of tasks is 

decreasing. But the granularity of the task varies 
differently. After the combination stage, the granularity 
becomes more even. 

 

 
Figure2. The changes of the minimal executing time during the partitioning process 

 
Supposed that the numbers of the cores that can run 

functional cohesion tasks are 3, 3, 4, 2 respectively, and 
the average scheduling cost, the coupling cost, the 
average executing time can be calculated according to 
formula (8) in each partitioning stage. The computing 
results are showed in TABLE II. 

 
TABLE II. 

THE ET LIST IN EACH STAGE 

Partition 
stage 

Number 
of tasks schu,T ′

 coupu,T ′
 uT ′  maxiT ,′

0 1 0 0 288 288
1 4 1 1.5 95.5 108.3

2 

5 1.7 3.7 17 38.9
7 2.3 7.7 15.3 46.6
7 1.75 5.8 12.7 34 
7 3.5 11.55 13.86 66.1

3 

5 1.7 3.7 17 38.9
7 2.3 7.7 38.1 46.6
7 1.75 5.8 26.1 34 
8 4 15.45 12.1 70 

4 

4 1.3 2.3 21.25 33.8
6 2 5.5 17.8 44.4
6 1.5 4.1 14.8 31.5
6 3 8.25 16.3 60.9

In the stage 1 and 2, with the increasing of the number 
of tasks, the scheduling and coupling cost is increasing, 
and the total cost of task is also rising, and the executing 
efficiency is decreasing, but the max complete time is 
reduced. In stage 3, the more tasks are subdivided, both 
the costs for scheduling and coupling and the max 
complete time all increase. When tasks are combined in 
stage 4, the number of tasks is reduced, and the 
scheduling and coupling cost also is reduced. As a result, 
the max complete time is reduced.  

To validate the accuracy of the formula (7), the 
compare experiments between the actual complete time 

and the evaluated complete time are done based on the 
data in tab.1. The actual time is computed by supposed 
that tasks are dispatched according to the optimal 
scheduling rule. The minimal executing time of each 
core in each stage shows in TABLE III. 

TABLE III  
THE MINIMAL ET OF EACH CORE IN EACH STAGE 

Partition stage 1 2  3  4 

The ECT on the 
first class cores 85 

34 34 39 
27 27 22 
24 24 24 

The ECT on the 
2nd class cores 107

35 35 35 
36 36 36 
36 36 36 

The ECT on the 
3rd class cores 89 

23 23 26 
21 21 24 
21 21 21 
24 24 18 

The ECT on the 
4th class cores 97 48 48 48 

49 49 49 
And then, the actual complete time can be computed 

in term of formula (3). The error between the actual 
complete time and the evaluated complete time is 
calculated as formula (9), the compare results are showed 
in Tab.4. 

%
timecomplete  actualthe 

timecomplete  evaluatedthe -timecomplete  actualthe Error 100×=  (9) 

 
TABLE IV shows that the most time is nearly equal 

between evaluated value and optimal scheduled value. 
Whereas, there is an exception in the last stage, which 
results from the bad load-balancing owing to the fewer 
tasks. Therefore, the evaluating method would work well 
if the parallel parameter ip  should less than 1, it is also 
the basic requirement of system. So the formula (8) is 
feasible for estimating the completing time in the 
partitioning process. 
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TABLE IV. 
THE COMPARE BETWEEN THE ACTUAL COMPLETE TIME 

AND THEEVALUATED COMPLETE TIME 
Partition 

stage Task number maxiT ,
′  maxiT ,  Error

0 1 288 288 0 
1 4 108.3 108.3 0 

2 26 

38.9 40.2 3.2%
46.6 46.2 -0.9%
34 33.2 -2.4%

66.1 66.4 0.5%

3 27 

38.9 40.2 3.2%
46.6 46.2 -0.9%
34 33.2 -2.4%
70 72.8 3.8%

4 22 

33.8 40.2 17.6%
44.4 43.4 -2.3%
31.5 33.1 4.8%
60.9 62 1.8%

Meanwhile, as the test results showing, the task 
completing time will be reduced if more core are 
provided to execute the task of cohesion code 4. So the 
number of cores, the system with the restraint for 
min-max completing time, must be considered. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

 This paper analyzes the relation between the 
cohesion and coupling of tasks on the heterogeneous 
multi-core processor, designs the cohesion code for task 
partitioning model, and proposes a novel task 
partitioning approach to obtain the highest executing 
efficiency and the well balancing load. The experimental 
results show the method is effective to reduce the 
partitioning time and easy to realize. The method also 
provides a reference for scheduling algorithm design.  

In addition, the same cohesion tasks are supposed to 
be dispatched and run on the same core. But in the 
practice scheduling process, those tasks can also be 
allocated on different core to reduce the max complete 
time according to load balance. 
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